Spring 2018 Grace Renovation Update
Our Grace Renovation Master Plan work is shaping up well, with key innovations coming into focus. If all goes well we
can expect to have significant construction underway during the summer months. Thanks to a lengthy but important
series of visioning efforts and consequential debate and input from Grace Members, we feel confident that our plans are
on a strong track for reflecting voiced interests and concerns as well as positioning Grace for a surge of growth and
vitality in Naperville.

Transformation Process – Grace Members Guide Change
Stepping back a bit, we need to recall the Member survey of 2014 just before the retirement of Pastor Bob Atkins. Those
results revealed specific concerns and needs of our church and enabled the appointment of Pastor Cindy Marino to
assume our Senior Pastor role and help us move forward. The Visions Teams were formed shortly after Pastor Cindy’s
arrival in 2015 to transform the survey results into actionable recommendations to get us moving in the right direction.
Key objectives were characterized as:
• Developing a more welcoming atmosphere and spirit
• Better enabling programs for children and young families
• Leveraging existing Grace assets
The Grace Projects Team was formed in 2016 to take these recommendations and develop an approach for making
things happen. Ideas and sparks flew as team members considered how to channel vigor and new energy for a new
generation of Grace Members when it became known that Glenna Holloway had bequeathed much of her estate to
Grace Church. The impossible seemed plausible, and the plausible appeared do-able, and a vision of transformation was
brought to light. The subsequent Grace Master Plan effort of 2017, working with JNKA Architects, a firm specializing in
church renovation, developed
some key ways to take best
advantage of our Grace
building and grounds while
addressing needs to achieve
our objectives.
Two Town Hall sessions in late
2017 gave Grace Members a
chance to review and critique
renovation concepts and
provide guidance for fine
tuning and honing ideas
toward the optimum impact
within a reasonable budget.
Several key areas have been
highlighted for the renovation
effort.
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Transformational Projects
Grace Gathering Area

Imagine entering our main entrance (the “Worship Center”) to face a reception desk straight ahead and a brightly lit,
spacious social area, with an expanse of windows overlooking the Lacy Courtyard. Clusters of tables and chairs and
comfortable seating nooks invite worshipers to linger before and after services and to refresh themselves at the selfserve coffee bar. Additional windows are planned for the Coffee Bar section allowing a view from wooded spaces
outside of the church right through to the courtyard. The Coffee Bar will have seating, board-patterned floor tiling, and a
convenient wraparound counter for access to refreshments. Young families are encouraged to take a moment to meet
with friends while their kids play in the cordoned play area behind the elevator.
Impromptu and planned meetings during the week are also expected to spill over into the Gathering Area as a
comfortable way to touch base, coordinate activities, or connect with friends before and after activities. The seating
area will be carpeted with a “cobbled” pattern reminiscent of a Parisian street café, with a patterned carpet for the
walkway meandering between entrances.
Visitors and Members entering the church by Room 254 (the “Activity Center” entrance) will be met with an expanded
view across the Gathering Area all the way to the Sanctuary, with daylight flooding in through the new windows
overlooking the Lacy Courtyard. We will have done away with much of the “closed in and institutional” look and feel for
a first impression of Grace.
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Grace Offices
By expanding the Narthex to create a spacious
Gathering Area, we have needed to relocate
Grace Offices. Taking into account Member
concern and input during the development of the
Master Plan, a design emerged which constructs a
reception desk adjacent to the Narthex elevator
(where the cloakroom now stands) with sliding
glass windows back into a new office area. This
will enable the receptionist to remain in close
contact with the Administrative Assistant and
other Grace staff. An open office space with
visitor seating and four workstations behind the
reception desk will open to a corridor past four
enclosed offices to a work space central to four
clergy offices. This workspace will have a small
copier/printer and counter space for small project
work.
The need for a large Supply/Copy/Work Room will
be accommodated by conversion of Room 224,
adjacent to Grace Library. Shelving will be
constructed to accommodate office supplies, and
our major printing/copying systems will reside there, as will our rather noisy folding machine which prepares mailings,
weekly bulletins, and the Order of Service for Sundays. While a little less convenient than the current Supply Room, it
will be more spacious and just around the corner.
This layout will provide the opportunity, at last(!), to have all Staff located together, though there will always be a need
for the Music Department to have hideaways for trying out new music and worship concepts that won’t disturb others!
We anticipate many benefits from this highly collaborative office layout.
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The Nook
The need for a somewhat secluded meeting
space for Stephen’s Ministry, and for
consulting with grieving families or wedding
planners, has required a convenient, but wellappointed meeting space near Grace Offices.
A wonderful location was recognized at the
end of our Sanctuary hallway outside the
Chapel, where, with a modest translucent
glass wall and doorway, private, intimate
discussions can be held with immediate
access to the Chapel as needed.
This space at the end of the hallway has often
been used to stage material for Chancel
performances of various kinds, such as choral risers or extra chairs. To relieve this need we are planning to develop a
storage space in room 154, under the Activity Center, for important but infrequently used items needed for a variety of
Grace Activities.
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The Children’s Center
We are already on the upswing with Grace Children’s
programs thanks to the inspiring work of Children’s
Center Director Chamus Burnside-Savazzini and
Parent’s Day Out (PDO) Director Claudia Hutchison.
We are expanding the vestibule at the “Children’s
Center” entrance (Door #3 or PDO entrance),
rearranging PDO Office and Supply Room spaces and
installing a reception desk that will enable guests,
visitors, and young families to get oriented and
directed for Sunday School and the weekday Parent’s
Day out Program.
The inside door to the hallway will be moved out
about 4-5 feet into the stairwell, providing greater
room inside for Mom’s with strollers and child
paraphernalia. The desk will have a counter for filling
out registration and permissions, and eventually have
a check-in system for self-service matching name
badges for kids and parents.
The hallways and classrooms, including Rooms 151,
152, 153, and 155 under the Activity Center, will have color coded entrances, inside and out, to let kids know where they
belong. We also plan to newly equip all spaces with updated furniture and play equipment. We especially want our
young families to feel like Grace is the place to be!
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Outdoor Signage
It was only through discussions at one of our
Town Hall meetings concerning the Master Plan
that recognition dawned about our total lack of
signage outside of the church to let people know
where to go and how to find things. What could
be less welcoming? Improved wayfinding inside
and outside of the church was part of our plan
from the beginning, but those of us who are long
time members can sometimes be oblivious about
what makes a place friendly and welcoming to a
visitor.

We’ve done a site survey, talked to contractors,
and developed a plan to follow through on our
2013 Capital Campaign intention of installing an
electronic sign monument, to name all of our
main entrances, and to post signs around our
parking lots to direct visitors. We’ve signed the
contract, the materials are on order, and
installation is scheduled for late May.

With an electronic sign in place of our
current monument, we’ll have an ability to
display our schedule of services, announce
special activities, and let Members, friends,
and neighbors know of coming events. We
will no longer need to maintain the chain
anchor fence “sign board” down by the
lower lot entrance, which is expensive to
keep up to date and a bit of an eyesore. It
is also no longer authorized in the current
Naperville Municipal Code.
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Handicap/Family Restrooms
Though we have had the need for Family Rest
Rooms on our list of to-do’s ever since it got
overlooked in the 2013 Capital Campaign work,
it wasn’t until our Master Plan Town Hall session
that it became so clear how important this could
be for achieving our “More Welcoming” goal.
Particularly for the lower level near Fellowship
Hall, we learned that many Members and guests
have given up attending events in Fellowship
Hall because it’s too difficult to navigate the
stairs near the entrance to get to the restrooms!
If you need a walker or a wheel chair or a
motorized cart, this is not a very friendly
scenario!
Even without the stairs to get up, finagling a
walker or wheel chair into a traditional old-style
restroom like we have in our building is no easy
feat. In light of these revelations, and in
recognition of past input on this need, we have
made a point to keep a high priority on installing
rest rooms that can accommodate everyone! You can see in the drawings that we will have converted an office on the
upper level in the Gathering Area adjacent to existing
facilities that will serve this purpose. On the lower level,
we have located a large new restroom adjacent to the
entrance to Fellowship Hall and the Door #4 (Fellowship
Hall entrance) vestibule. Both locations are optimum
from both a convenience perspective and a cost
containment point of view, since plumbing is adjacent in
both cases.
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Maintenance Projects
Music Department Habitability
For many years singers, bell ringers, and Music Staff
have put up with a poor level of environment control
for their lower level offices and practice rooms. One
side is below ground level (Youth practice room) and
has no windows, while the other side faces southwest
overlooking the Lacy Courtyard, catching the summer
setting sun. The one thermostat for this whole area
had been in the windowless Youth practice room,
rendering rooms facing the courtyard hot in the
summer and cold in the winter.
As part of our renovation effort, we have developed a
plan to correct these ventilation problems and install
zones with controlling thermostats for each of our
Music rooms illustrated in the adjacent rough sketch.
This work was completed in early May and we expect
comfort throughout the year will be greatly enhanced
for one of our most valued assets, the Music Program
at Grace. Additionally, we recognized that some
components of the HVAC system supporting the
Counting Room, Music Library, Children’s Program
Supply Room, and rooms under the Activity Center
were not working properly, and the necessary repairs
to restore proper function have been made.

Grace Facility Sprinkler System
One discovery related to our renovation project is that any structural work we plan to do in the church will trigger a
need to complete the installation of sprinklers throughout the facility. Our original building was built before this code
requirement and had only smoke detectors. When the second segment was built out, Grace received an exemption from
having to put sprinklers into older areas. We can’t do that a second time, so an integral part of the work we’ll do will be
to ensure sprinklers are installed throughout the facility. This includes:
• both the upper and lower levels of the Education wing
• Fireside Room, Kitchen, Fellowship Hall
• Chapel, Sacristy, Anteroom, Organ Chamber, and Sanctuary
We have consulted with Reuter Organ Company concerning implications for our organ. The President, JR Neutel,
indicated that this is a code requirement that they have also had to accommodate in other churches, so we will work
with them to guard the organ against damage while still achieving compliance with the fire code.
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Grace Lighting
Another aspect of our Master Plan effort is finally completing the installation of LED lighting throughout the building. As
we have observed with incremental LED installations over the last couple of years, we can reduce power consumption
for lighting by about 75% by switching from incandescent or fluorescent systems to LED. There are now good options for
selecting the color of the light emitted so we can also better control how our spaces are illuminated. Many Members are
aware that we have replaced and upgraded lighting around the parking lots and the outside of our building in 2017. This
has addressed concerns about outages or streetlamp “flickering” in certain areas around the periphery of our building,
and also has had a noticeable positive impact on energy costs.
LED’s have been installed in the Sanctuary as well, though not yet for our “stage lights” that illuminate the Chancel.
These lights will require a sophisticated control system that can be an opportunity for sponsoring by donors or memorial
contributions. We are on a wonderful track for this conversion process, and with completion of our Master Plan
construction in focused areas, will have transformed much of our lighting to LED.

Designated Long Term Storage
Grace, like most churches, struggles to be versatile
and multi-purpose, and to accommodate all
needs, while at the same time maintain a sense of
order and methodology so we can actually find the
things we need throughout year when we need
them! The jobs of “setting up” and “putting away”
are significant and critical to making our Grace
facility and environment function smoothly and
extend a welcoming impression to guests and
visitors, but too often we are tripping over objects
and material that have “no place to go”!
The three main types of materials requiring
storage for Grace include:
• Large bulky items which are difficult to move – need to be stored close to where they’re used (tables, chairs,
worship furniture, etc.)
• More easily ported items that are used fairly frequently – should also be stored near where they are used
(quilting projects, prayer shawl materials, materials for regular meetings like Boy Scouts, etc.)
• Items that are not too difficult to move, but are used infrequently – can be stored in a “Designated Storage”
location (seasonal decorations, special event items, Sanctuary Banners, Chancel artifacts like brass candle
holders, risers, etc.)
As part of our renovation effort, a plan has been formulated to transform Room 154, currently a large windowless play
area under the Activity Center used by Parents Day Out, into a Designated Storage Area for items that are not too
difficult to move around, but are used infrequently. By agreement with our Children’s Program leaders we will shift our
“play room” to Room 124, and configure that space to ensure we can accommodate all of the toys and play equipment
as needed. We will add a double door access to Room 154 to make transporting materials in and out convenient, acquire
appropriate carts or moving items easily, and erect shelving and hangars as needed to accommodate stored materials.
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Kitchen Dishwasher
Our kitchen “sanitizer” that we have used for thirty years as a
dishwasher has been the subject of much debate in recent years.
While we have to admit it has been a sturdy contributor to fairly
quickly working through dirty dishes at large Grace events, it is long in
the tooth and pretty outdated. Repairs have been made more
frequently in recent years, and the advice from both men and women
who have served on kitchen cleanup details is the same, “Let’s move
on to an up-to-date system!”
Well the word has been heard and plans have been developed to
acquire and install a robust system that will wash and sanitize at a rate
of 40 racks per hour. The plan will be to enable the racks to be pushed
through from our counter top, similar to what we can do now with the
old sanitizer. This will avoid heavy lifting and unnecessary tiring of our
volunteers!
In combination with a new dishwasher, we’ll be looking at
reconfiguring the sink area to enable more efficient use of the sinks
and counter tops. The dishwasher will be ventless, meaning that the
steam and hot water used to wash is recycled to heat up new cold water coming into the system. In this way we’re
conserving energy and enabling fast turnaround on washing. We’ll also have a detergent and rinse aid system that will
automatically inject what is needed for each load.

Bathroom Fixtures Throughout Grace
In addition to installing new Family/Handicap Restrooms in our Master Plan Renovation, we’ve recognized the need for
updating plumbing fixtures in all of our existing restrooms. This will include installing low-flush toilets to economize on
water use and replacement of faucets to ensure we have proper mixes between hot and cold and have timed shut-offs
to conserve water. Our Children’s Center classrooms have adjoining small restrooms for kids that are very dated in
design and style. We’ll be doing a makeover of the flooring and fixtures to bring everything up to date and to parallel
improvements being made to classrooms.
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Funding and Scheduling
“Glenna’s Gift”
The Glenna Holloway Estate Gift was truly a faith-inspired contribution by Glenna, coming at exactly the time when our
Grace Vision Team had completed recommendations and had begun efforts to plan actions. We can truly say that the
work described above is “Glenna’s Gift” and will enable Grace to be positioned for a new cycle of revitalization moving
into the 21st century. We have worked with Grace Foundation to provide capital funds that we believe will be
sufficient to cover our Renovation Project costs. This will mean we do not expect there to be a need for a Capital
Campaign. This enables us the freedom to plan scope and timing of the project with greater certainty and confidence.

Church Council Governance
The available funds (~$2M) are under the auspices of Church Council, and the Building Committee will review plans,
budget, and spending recommendations in a Charge Conference with Church Council for approval. Once we have Charge
Conference approval for the project, an advisory Town Hall will be scheduled, open to all Grace Members, where the
latest information will be shared and explained. We will be particularly interested in feedback and concerns from
Members, as a guide for the Building Committee and Church Council in going forward with the project.
We have tentatively blocked times during the summer months for construction, though firm scheduling commitments
will not be possible until construction documents are completed and we have accepted bids and signed a contract. We
anticipate that will happen in June.

Donor Sponsored and Memorial Gift Opportunities
As we work toward completion of our Master Plan Phase 1 construction, there will be opportunities for gifts to be made
to help us enrich our transformation. Our ability to identify these opportunities and their associated costs will increase
with time, but this will be a great way for Grace Members to put their own stamp on how Grace moves into the future!
As we approach the Construction Phase we’ll be able to detail costs for donor opportunities, but potential contribution
areas to date are:
• Furniture clusters for the new Gathering Area
• Well-appointed furniture for the Nook
• Walkway Canopies for the Fellowship Hall and Children’s Center entrances
• Children’s Center furniture and play equipment
• A Memorial spot in the Narthex honoring “Glenna’s Gift”
• LED Stage Lighting & Controls for the Sanctuary
• LED lighting for additional GUMC spaces
• Shelving units for Long Term Storage (Room 154) and the Supply/Copy/Work Room 224
• Portable coat racks
• Indoor wayfinding signs or devices
• (more to be identified)

Grace Building Committee 2018
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